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	An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is an architectural pattern and a key enabler in implementing the infrastructure for a service-oriented architecture (SOA). The BizTalk ESB Toolkit is a collection of tools and libraries that extend the BizTalk Server capabilities of supporting a loosely coupled and dynamic messaging architecture. It functions as middleware that provides tools for rapid mediation between services and their consumers. Enabling maximum flexibility at runtime, the BizTalk ESB Toolkit simplifies loosely coupled composition of service endpoints and management of service interactions. The thing about the technology that gets most readers excited is how easy it is to quickly implement flexible and well-architected ESB solutions.


	"Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 ESB Toolkit 2.1" provides you with an easy-to-follow view of the tools and services that make up the toolkit. The content is packed with practical examples on how to utilize the technology, which will be appealing to the readers. This book provides you with all the information you need in one publication. The content is based on practical examples on how to use the technology to make it easier for readers to follow.


	This book starts off with a quick, high level introduction to ESB architectural principles, how these principles map into the ESB toolkit features, and an introduction to the different components that provide those features. The book then reveals the ins and outs of Itineraries. Next, you’ll get engaged in the different ways errors can be handled and monitored by means of the ESB Toolkit features. There will be a hands-on sample on building a custom Repair and Resubmit solution to reprocess failed messages. Get to know the different web services that expose the ESB Toolkit features to external applications and how to use them with quick samples. The book ends with a preview to the new version of the toolkit.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Acquire knowledge about the architecture behind the ESB Toolkit
	
		Engage yourself in the ESB Toolkit´s components and features
	
		Create Itinerary components and apply them within an Itinerary process
	
		Learn about the different concepts and components that build up the error handling features within the ESB Toolkit and implement them in real-life scenarios
	
		Employ the interesting web services that are included in the ESB Toolkit
	
		Recognize the different features that comprise the ESB Management Portal
	
		Configure the registry, fault, and email notification settings of the ESB Management Portal



	Approach


	A practical guide into the architecture and features that make up the services and components of the ESB Toolkit.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for experienced BizTalk developers, administrators, and architects, as well as IT managers and BizTalk business analysts. Knowledge and experience with the Toolkit is not a requirement.
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WordPress 2.8 Themes CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Themes are among the most powerful features that can be used to customize a web site and give it a professional look, especially in WordPress. Using custom themes you can brand your site for a particular corporate image, ensure standards compliance, and create easily navigable layouts. But most WordPress users still continue to use default...
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Chicken Soup for the Soul: Life Lessons from the Dog: 101 Tales of Family, Friendship & FunChicken Soup, 2019

	We learn so much from our canine companions, and along the way they keep us company, provide unconditional love, and share in the ups and downs of our lives.

	 

	What do we learn from our dogs? Everything. Our dogs make us better people. If we rescued them, they rescue us back. If we’re sad, they comfort us. If we...
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Innovation in Wind Turbine DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Innovation in Wind Turbine Design addresses the fundamentals of design, the reasons behind design choices, and describes the methodology for evaluating innovative systems and components. Always referencing a state of the art system for comparison, Jamieson discusses the basics of wind turbine theory and design, as well as how to apply...
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Advanced Encryption Standard - AES: 4th International Conference, AES 2004, Bonn, Germany, May 10-12, 2004Springer, 2005
This book constÐ“tutes the thoroughly refereed postproceedings of the 4th International Conference on the Advanced Encryption Standard, AES 2004, held in Bonn, Germany in May 2004. The 10 revised full papers presented together with an introductory survey and 4 invited papers by leading researchers were carefully selected during two rounds of...
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Network+ Fast PassSybex, 2005
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
     
     Network+     Fast Pass is the streamlined tool you need to hone in on the Network+ exam.     The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and you’ll keep the     book—packed with concise, objective-focused coverage and review...
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Super-Resolved Imaging: Geometrical and Diffraction Approaches (SpringerBriefs in Physics)Springer, 2011


	Super resolution is one of the most fascinating and applicable fields in optical data

	processing. The urge to obtain highly resolved images using low-quality imaging

	optics and detectors is very appealing.





	The field of super resolution may be categorized into two groups: diffractive and

	geometrical super...
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